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PRINCIPLES OF IMPLEM ENTING CHANGE

Principle number one:

Generate new, don’t repair old

Too much time can be spent repairing systems that don’t work very well or are outdated. If something
ceases to be effective, don’t repair, generate new.
This principle applies to personal contexts as well as teams and organisations.
When someone says they have “run out of ideas”, what they mean is that they have exhausted
the possibilities that occur to them from within their cultural ways of thinking.
When they break through the limits created by cultural norms, possibilities show up.
Generating new means thinking and doing things differently.
This is only limited by your and your team member’s creativity and courage.

Principle number two:

It’s feedback, not failure

The notion of failure in its traditional sense is obsolete. Success and failure needs to be measured
through a different lens, or we will be doomed to stay within our comfort zones.
Change takes risks.
It takes risks of not getting the results we thought we wanted. Is this failure?
Or is it learning how to do it differently the next time?
To think of failure saps your energy and your self-esteem.
Language creates experience, so the language of “failure” can only lead to an experience that is
without momentum and potential.
“I failed”. Notice how it feels to say those words.
“I learned something today, and what I learned is going to help me get the results I want”.
Notice the difference?
“The feedback I received today will assist me to get better results”.
Better still?
Think about it. Do you want your team member to think in terms of failure?
Or in terms of how they can improve?
When you work with a team member with a struggling business, they have most likely already used the
word failure enough without your assistance. Your language will lead them to experience different results.
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Principle number three: Influence and control are gained through flexibility
In the “old” days, control was exerted by means of authoritative structures.
There were rules and regulations and people knew exactly what they had to do.
In fact not so long ago an employee referred to their manager by their surname!
Times have changed.
Today more subtle influencing skills are used. If your client is still using the old methods, they need to learn
the following.
To influence, ultimate behavioural flexibility is the key.
Staying with one way, because that’s how it’s always been done, or because someone doesn’t know
better, is going to create poor results, both in the business and in the quality of people the business attracts.
The rigid person will think “What do they have to do to change…”
Ultimate behavioural flexibility is about saying
“What can I change about my thinking or my behaviour that will result in a different and improved outcome?”

Principle number four: Resistance in communication is ineffective communication by the
leader
When someone is resistant to our ideas, it’s tempting to think that they don’t want to change, or that they
aren’t listening.
If we choose instead to believe that we haven’t communicated in an effective way, we can take
responsibility for influencing the outcome.
For example
“If you say; We’ve got some exciting ideas for change, you will most likely get resistance.”
If instead you say “Tell me what you think about how X is going,” you have more opportunity to build
common ground.
Then, “What would you like to happen?” builds more common ground.
Then, “That’s sounds great, I’d like to work with you on this and exchange my ideas with you.”

Principle
Prin
number five: People have all the resources within them they need to create the
change
The inner resources that drive successful people, however you define success, are primarily; desire, selfbelief, confidence and courage to take risks.
Because they have the desire they go about getting the know-how to get the results they want.
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Principle number six: There is only perception of reality
Reality can only exist in the mind of the person observing.
Your reality will not and cannot ever be mine. So therefore we only have perception to utilise.
Throughout our day we delete, distort and generalise about what is going on and we are observing
about our world.
We generalise one experience to mean many others for convenience and speed.
For example

“We hear a story about how to deal with a customer complaint, and we generalise about how
to deal with the next complaint and the one after that. It’s convenient to do this because
otherwise we have to reassess every situation and that becomes too time-consuming.”

However, we might generalise about an event and apply that generalisation to another event
when it would have been more appropriate to assess it on its merits.
For example
“A business owner meets a sales person who is from company ‘A’ who is too pushy for him, so
he doesn’t buy.
The next time a new sales person arrives from Company ‘A’ to sell a product that would be
perfect for the business person, he says no because he “never buys from Company A”.
He could have got a great product, but his generalisation prevented him having that
experience.”

We delete so much from our moment-to-moment experiences because if we didn’t we wouldn’t
be able to move or function.
We delete ambient noise, because to tune into every sound and analyse it would take up our entire
day.
We delete much of what we hear someone say if they are too detailed, because we just want the
short version.
This enables us to focus on many things in a day, instead of having to fully experience
everything.
Imagine trying to walk if you had to think about how to walk.
This can work against us, as we could delete the very thing we need to see that could create the
change we want.
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A business owner doesn’t notice some great ideas in a business magazine because they only read the
ads.
They miss the one thing that would enable their business to expand easily, because anything that isn’t to
the point they don’t notice.
We distort our experiences also to fit our map of our world.
Someone believes that “business is hard” will distort any evidence of difference to keep their belief.
A business person will distort events to fit their experience of it, even if someone else sees it differently.
For example

“An employer might distort employment law and what has happened in a dismissal case to
avoid the unfair dismissal claim. The employee who is dismissed may justify and distort the
events that led to their dismissal to get the best result in arbitration. Neither viewpoint of
events is accurate, and nor can it ever be.”

Principle number seven: We are in charge of our mind, and therefore our results
“I couldn’t help it. They made me mad.”
No one makes anyone feel anything.
We cannot be forced to feel anything we don’t choose.
“I get angry when he does that.”
You choose your emotional reaction.

You choose how you will react and as a consequence how you will act the next time a similar
event occurs.
Imagine for a moment if you took 100% responsibility for your emotions.
What if every emotion you have is a choice?
What if feelings of unresourcefulness were chosen by us as a way of not having to take
responsibility for a situation?
Take 100% responsibility for your emotions, actions, choices and behaviours.
Anything less than that is giving away your opportunity to influence the results you want.
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